
Réseau des Centres 
d’expertise industrielle 
du Québec is a network 
of industrial expertise 
centres that provides 
Desjardins members 
with impartial support 
for their digital shift 
while allowing them to 
benefit from valuable 
subsidies.

Advantage for  
Desjardins members  
Desjardins members enjoy a discount 
of up to 75% on the professional 
rates of digital shift experts and their 
partners.   
DesjardinsMD and associated brand names are trademarks of the 
Fédération des caisses Desjardins du Québec.



Longueuil (digifabqg.ca/fr) 

CONTACT  
Mr. Rémi Taurines,  
Business Development and Digital 
Transformation Expert  

438 520-6582 
remi.taurines@delagglo.ca

 

Drummondville (cnimi.ca) 

CONTACT  
Ms. Maude Champagne Langlais,  
Eng., Project Manager  

819 478-5011 poste 4300 
m.clanglais@cnimi.ca

Québec (ceiquebec.ca) 

CONTACT  
Mr. Francis Beaulieu,  
Director of Business Development –  
Productivity and Digital Transformation 

438 308-8400 
fbeaulieu@quebecinternational.ca

Marque déposée de Québec International 

Montréal (cei-mtl.ca) 

CONTACT  
Mr. Franck Boulbès,  
Innovation Commissioner 

514 442-6606 
franck.boulbes@excellence-industrielle.ca

We invite you to 
contact the CEI located 

nearest to your place  
of business. 

There are four industrial 
expertise centres  

in Québec. 



Types of 
services 
offered 

Strategic  
and technological support  

This form of guidance is generally aimed at 
helping the company carry out its projects with 
a view to ensuring it is able to meet its strategic 
and operational objectives. In the form of a 
bank of hours, RCEI’s experts offer support and 
personalized coaching so that all stages of 
the digital shift are successful. The company’s 
availability and abilities are taken into account 
when making recommendations and companies 
are accompanied regardless of their degree of 
digital maturity.

Highly subsidized blocks of hours are offered to 
companies that are Desjardins members.

Marque déposée de Québec International 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OFFENSIVE PARTNERS 

Technological 
demonstrations 

The four Industrial Expertise Centres 
have technology showcases that 
are available to companies. Visits to 
these showcases allow companies 
to interact and experiment with 
technological solutions that are 
made for the vast majority of Québec 
companies. These demonstrations 
are useful for companies that are 
ready to invest in a technological 
solution but wish to compare several 
technologies before committing and 
investing—or for companies that 
wish to make a digital shift, but do not 
know where to start.

Training and support programs  

The four Industrial Expertise Centres also offer programs 
that include a combination of support and training. Several 
of these programs are available to Desjardins members. 

A few examples:

 → Ensuring a successful digital transformation program 

 → Data enhancement program 

 → 4.0 circuit program

 → Organizational excellence program 

The Digital Transformation 
Offensive  (OTN – Offensive 
de transformation numérique)

Within the framework of the Digital Transformation 
Offensive, Québec’s four Industrial Expertise Centres are 
backed by the Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation 
in providing guidance to over 1,000 businesses over a 
three-year period. This project, known as Virage PME, 
mobilizes the Industrial Expertise Centres around support 
to businesses.


